superman dc database fandom powered by wikia - this is the superman disambiguation page superman also known as the man of steel is one of the most powerful superheroes in the dc universe his abilities include,

metropolis superman wiki fandom powered by wikia - metropolis is a major metropolitan city in the northeast region of the continental united states it is a huge cultural center and is highly advanced technologically,

metropolis dc database fandom powered by wikia - metropolis is one of the largest and most well known cities in the united states owing largely to the fact that it is the adopted hometown of metropolis favorite,

superman creators story movies facts britannica com - superman superman american comic book character created for dc comics by writer jerry siegel and artist joe shuster superman sparked the creation of an entire,

amazon com superman up up and away 9781401209544 - amazon com superman up up and away 9781401209544 kurt busiek geoff johns pete woods renato guedes books, amazon com superman secret identity 8601418119333 - what s in a name everything if you share it with the man of steel superman secret identity is a 208 page trade paperback collecting the critically lauded 4 issue